BE THE CHANGE

SUMMITAI

ASSET MANAGEMENT

A complete hardware and software asset management solution
As an IT leader, you are tasked with procuring and budgeting the IT needs for your department or organization. However, in today’s complex licensing and hybrid deployment environments, it can be extremely difficult to track the usage of software across your environment. At present all your efforts go in mapping procurement, entitlements and usage tracking, to meet your compliance needs and the ability to defend an audit. And despite your best efforts in taking the right steps, some questions still linger – Am I overspending? Are there consolidation opportunities that I am missing out on?

Software and hardware have become complex and multi layered, with usage computation and utilization tracking becoming nearly impossible to do manually. Virtualization and Clouds and workload mobility bring in new opportunities for consolidation that can significantly improve your license utilization and overall cost rationalization.

**IT ASSET MANAGEMENT**

- **IT ASSET DISCOVERY**
  - WMI, TELNET, SSH AND SNMP Protocols

- **HARDWARE ASSET MANAGEMENT**
  - Hardware variance
  - Asset life cycle management
  - Audit reporting

- **SOFTWARE ASSET MANAGEMENT**
  - Software inventory
  - Software usage
  - Discovery data normalization
  - Software compliance reports

- **PROACTIVE COMPLIANCE**
  - Application control - whitelisting and blacklisting
  - Patch management
  - Endpoint compliance reporting of 150+ parameters
  - Dynamic local admin password

- **INTEGRATION CAPABILITY**
  - Integration with SCCM
  - Asset integration with ServiceNow
  - Integration with 3rd party discovery tools
  - Integration with helpdesk

**SALIENT FEATURES**

- Hardware variance
- Asset life cycle management
- Audit reporting
- Software inventory
- Software usage
- Discovery data normalization
- Software compliance reports
- Application control - whitelisting and blacklisting
- Patch management
- Endpoint compliance reporting of 150+ parameters
- Dynamic local admin password
- Integration with SCCM
- Asset integration with ServiceNow
- Integration with 3rd party discovery tools
- Integration with helpdesk
Software Governance & Compliance

- Agentless and Agent-based
- Active Directory Based Discovery
- Software Variance
- Contract Compliance
- Change Control
- Software Metering
- Configuration Management
- Whitelisting
- Software Installation
- Software Execution
- Patch Management
- Compliance Reporting of 200+Parameters with Auto Remediation
- Dynamic Local Admin
- Password Management for Endpoint
- Wizard-Based
- Proof of Compliance
SummitAI IT Asset Lifecycle Management

It not only helps you to discover and track your hardware and software assets and their dependencies, but also uses a business centric approach to intelligently optimize software and hardware usage and demand, so that you don’t end up spending more than required in obtaining the same amount of business benefits from your IT. It can intelligently suggest new cost optimization opportunities, that can help you significantly improve your business returns.
Compute your entitlement – Easily identify software entitlement based on software acquisition data.
SummitAI will discover, identify and normalize license entitlement records to ensure you have the latest data on procured software licenses.

Track your consumption – Quickly figure out the software and hardware asset allocation and use.
SummitAI will discover software usage data, normalize the data and compute the number of license units getting consumed based on the hardware and software profile, in on-premise, datacenter cloud environments.

Analyze usage and optimize your usage and budget using AI
SummitAI looks at your consolidated historical consumption and provides an analysis of where your compliance risks are located, how your assets are getting used and where and how you can optimize your costs at no additional risk. It also helps lower TCO of price per asset by up to 63%. As the number of assets scales to 1000s to 100,000s the price point matters.

SummitAI Hardware and Software Asset Management

KEY FEATURES

SummitAI Asset Management and Asset Lifecycle Management are full featured Hardware and Software Asset Management products that take care of all your Asset Lifecycle and Inventory needs while at the same time, lowering your TCO by up to 63%.

The features include:

- **Discovery** – Perform agent-based and agentless asset discovery for asset and configuration.
- **Software Product Library** – Comprehensive library of software products that enables easier tracking and audit.
- **Normalization** – Ability to normalize discovered software assets data for automated tracking & compliance reporting.
- **Update your software catalog with discovery information** – Keep your software catalog up-to-date with discovered information, resulting in accurate record keeping and audit.
- **Cloud enabled** – SummitAI tracks your Cloud Assets as well across VMware, Azure & AWS.
- **Access** – CINDE (Conversational Interface and Decisioning Engine) based access to asset management capabilities to end-users through service request and endpoint automation like software installation or creation and deployment of cloud assets.
- **RFID/UNB-based automated tracking** – both for usage/utilization tracking as well as for reconciliation.
• **Track utilization of software, hardware accessories and consumables** – SummitAI ensures optimal and authorized usage of software and hardware within the organization including accessories and consumables.

• **Endpoint configuration, automation and application control as differentiators** – Compliance reporting of 200+ parameters. Along with whitelisting, blacklisting of software, software installation and execution of applications.

• **Patch Management** – Better integration between asset management and service management. As it is a modular product, closely integrated with SummitAI ITSM and connectors are available for other service management products like ServiceNow.

• **Reconcile Discrepancies** – Quickly creates a variance report in discovered and inventoried data and allows this data to be reconciled using online acknowledgment for updating baseline inventory for both hardware and software.

• **Hardware Lifecycle Store and Floor, IMAC concepts** – Perform complete software lifecycle management and IMAC processes with store thresholds and alerting strict control on movement.

• **Software usage optimization** - Ability to track the usage and utilization of software, hardware by allocated business units, spend justification.

• **Complex License Management** – Easily track modern complex licensing and entitlement using device, user, processor and PVU based computations.

• **Integration with SummitAI CMDB** - Promote baseline asset inventory to CMDB for keeping service and asset inventory in synch with services.

• **Vendor Contract Management and improved warranty recovery** - Track vendor contracts and warranties to ensure rights of use are complied to, and repair and replacement are recovered.

• **Integration with SCCM** - Utilize SCCM, as an alternative, in order to populate assets and configuration information.

---

**Make the most of your IT investment**

SummitAI IT Asset Management takes away all your headaches of managing your IT cost center, while you concentrate on making your IT work for profit by creating new business opportunities.

**Get in touch with us to bring a change with Symphony SummitAI.**

Summit Software Inc.,
4 Main St Suite 100, Los Altos,
CA 94022, USA

Call: (866) 209-2066 (Toll Free)
Email: summit@symphonysummit.com
Visit: www.symphonysummit.com
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